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Australia is at the forefront of ﬁghting extreme ﬁre conditions, especially in rural areas that lack water distribution systems. The ﬁre conditions in the Paciﬁc Northwest
have become comparable to the bushﬁres in Australia. Australian bushﬁre protection is cited as the authority with lessons that apply in America.
-

When multiple wildﬁres were occurring in August 2020, Governor Newsom called for help from "the world's best wildﬁre ﬁghters"
(https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53828150)

Outside of major cities in Australia, water distribution is typically private and not provided for.

This multiplies the importance of ﬁre protection and hydrant systems in
case of emergencies that may be supplied solely by water tanks.
Fire conditions in California, Oregon, and Washington are increasingly compared to the
bushﬁres in Australia. Another comparison is the lack of water distribution provided for in
many parts of the Paciﬁc Northwest outside of major cities. Although there are many lessons
that can be learned from the Australian bushﬁres as applies to what we face in America,
we’re going to concentrate on increasing adequate water supplies in areas where it’s not
provided for.
(https://www.nfpa.org/News-and-Research/Publications-and-media/NFPA-Journal/2020/Nov
ember-December-2020/Features/Wildﬁre)

Increasing Adequate Water Supplies for Fire Protection
1. Australian Pioneer Water Tanks have invested over 30-years of research and
development to supply water for ﬁre systems. The Pioneer Water Tanks ZINCALUME®
steel construction is proven to have the greatest chance of retaining its structural integrity
and preventing water loss under bushﬁre conditions. The time after ﬁre devastation is
when water is desperately needed for animal watering, etc.

2. Applying current standards NFPA 1142 Water Supplies for Suburban and Rural Fire
Fighting, and NFPA 22 Water Tanks for Private Fire Protection to increase water supplies.

3. How Pioneer Water Tanks currently serve ﬁre protection applications for ranches,
farms, homes, commercial, and industrial environments

Pioneer Water Tanks have been continuously developing
water storage solutions for the harsh conditions of Australia
for over 30-years. Pioneer Water Tanks are implemented for
ﬁre protection applications throughout America and Australia
because of the engineering and quality of materials.
The Pioneer Water Tanks ZINCALUME® Steel tank body and
AQUALINER® Fresh liner allow for a short-term resistance to
ﬂames directly on the tank body itself. After a ﬁre immersion
event, it should be noted that ZINCALUME® and
COLORBOND® Steel have accelerated corrosion and
structural degradation.

One key beneﬁt of investing in a Pioneer Water Tank is
that even after a signiﬁcant ﬁre, the water tank will still
be usable for several months and during the event itself.
The time after ﬁre devastation is when water is
desperately needed for animal watering, etc. Even if the
Pioneer Water Tank is severely burnt, the water is used
directly after the ﬁre.
For Pioneer Water Tanks that have minor damages on
one side of the tank, the panels may be able to be
replaced and the liner can be repaired or replaced.

Australian Pioneer Water Tanks Cited as Solution in Del
Norte Fire Safe Plan
The Australian Bushﬁre CRC research on intense ﬁre
devastation is cited in American ﬁre-prone areas as an
authoritative source. The Del Norte County California Fire Safe
Plan states, “There are more and more options for
inexpensively storing water. Cisterns—a catchment to collect
rainwater—are becoming increasingly popular. Several websites
are describing how to make one yourself, start with a search for
“cistern.” Low-cost water tanks are also available. Pioneer

tanks from Australia are now seen throughout the North
Coast (www.pioneertanks.com.au) (2. Del Norte Fire Safe Plan,
California).”

Pioneer Water Tank provides a water
supply for a processing facility
outside of Reedley, California

The 2006 Bushﬁre Cooperative Research Centre (Bushﬁre CRC) and CSIRO
project revealed that Pioneer Water Tanks can withstand 30-minutes
of full ﬁre immersion without losing structural integrity and without water
loss.
“This valuable research contribution to bushﬁre safety and preparedness
provides community educators with detailed information that informs the ﬁre
safety planning of residents. This is particularly important post-Black Saturday
as residents in ﬁre-prone areas are eager to purchase defensive equipment
including water tanks and are seeking from ﬁreﬁghters advice on the ‘best’
type. The research identiﬁes the structural integrity issues of water tanks
under a range of ﬁre impact scenarios which in turn leads to
recommendations regarding fuel clearance and the lessening of the
vulnerability of tanks....” – Russell Taylor, AFSM, Group Manager Executive
Support, NSW Rural Fire Service

We Have the Tools in Place with NFPA Standards.
Increasing water supplies in ﬁre-prone areas already have the standards available for regulation. Residents
in ﬁre-prone areas can rely on these regulations to ensure the correct defensive equipment work for what
local ﬁreﬁghters and or system can utilize.
Areas without existing adequate and reliable water supply systems, as determined by the Authority Having Jurisdiction, can supplement or add a water
storage tank to fulﬁll requirements. The local authority determines the capacity needs, based on the ﬁre ﬂow equation stated in the local ﬁre code.

“Cisterns should have a minimum usable volume as determined by the AHJ, based on the methods described in Chapter 4. There is no real limit to the
maximum capacity.” NFPA 1142 Annex B.4.1
“All water-based ﬁre protection systems have one thing in common, they need water. Without access to an adequate water supply, these systems will not
function properly. When determining a water supply you need to make sure it is automatic (when required), reliable, and has sufﬁcient volume and pressure
to meet the system demand.”
https://www.nfpa.org/News-and-Research/Publications-and-media/Blogs-Landing-Page/NFPA-Today/Blog-Posts/2021/06/07/Types-of-Water-Supplies

NFPA 22 Standard for Water Tanks for Private Fire Protection
NFPA 22 is the common standard across America that
regulates water tanks for private ﬁre protection. The
standard sets requirements for the design, construction,
installation, and maintenance of water tanks and
accessories. State and County governments often base
ﬁre codes on NFPA standards, as well as local needs.

NFPA 22.1. Capacity and Elevation (4.1): The size and
elevation of the water tank are determined by the
individual property conditions as well as any local
authority factors involved. The local ﬁre marshall may be
the authority with jurisdiction to determine the ﬁre ﬂow
requirements that decide the capacity of the tank needed.

The ﬁre protection system at the Madera Travel
Center requires 50,000-gallons of water storage.
Two custom XLE 25/03 Pioneer Water Tanks in
Surfmist® COLORBOND® steel were speciﬁed by
a local engineer. One tank will act as a reserve for
ﬁre protection in case of an emergency. The water
supply will feed a ﬁre sprinkler system pump
adjacent to the tank. The pump provides
pressurized water to the truck stop building.

XLE 50/03 Pioneer Water Tank
Fire Suppression Tank for a
Commercial Warehouse Facility

XLE 50/03 Pioneer Water Tank
Fire Suppression Tank for a
Winery Expansion Project

XLE 13/02 Pioneer Water
Tank Fire Suppression Tank
for a New Wedding Venue

Pioneer Water Tanks are Proud to be a Part of Increasing
Adequate Water Supplies for Fire Protection
1. Exclusive Pioneer Water Tanks design: resistance to ﬁre with over 30-years of
research and development. Pioneer Water Tanks ZINCALUME® steel construction is
proven to have the greatest chance of retaining its structural integrity and preventing
water loss under bushﬁre conditions. The time after ﬁre devastation is when water is
desperately needed for animal watering, etc.

2. PIoneer Water Tanks qualifying for current standards NFPA 1142 Water Supplies for
Suburban and Rural Fire Fighting, and NFPA 22 Water Tanks for Private Fire Protection to
increase water supplies.

3. Pioneer Water Tanks currently serve ﬁre protection applications for ranches, farms,
homes, commercial, and industrial environments

Resources
-

-

When multiple wildﬁres were occurring in August 2020, Governor Newsom called for help from
"the world's best wildﬁre ﬁghters" (https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53828150)
“Greetings from the 2020 Wildﬁre Season: Five undeniable truths from a pivotal year in the world's
growing struggle with wildﬁre”, By Jesse Roman, Angelo Verzoni, And Scott Sutherland
https://www.nfpa.org/News-and-Research/Publications-and-media/NFPA-Journal/2020/NovemberDecember-2020/Features/Wildﬁre
“Tanks on Trial: Performance of Rainwater Tanks in Bushﬁre Conditions.” Bushﬁre CRC, 2010,
https://www.bushﬁrecrc.com/sites/default/ﬁles/managed/resource/tanks_on_trial.pdf.
Del Norte Fire Safe Plan Community Wildﬁre Protection Plan. Del Norte Fire Safe Plan Community
Wildﬁre Protection Plan, Del Norte Fire Safe Council, 2005.
“RESEARCH INTO THE PERFORMANCE OF WATER TANKS IN BUSHFIRE -Bushﬁre CRC Project
D1.” Bushﬁre CRC, 2007,
www.bushﬁrecrc.com/sites/default/ﬁles/managed/resource/water-tank-behavior-bushﬁres_0_0.pdf.

Resources, Continued
- “All water-based ﬁre protection systems have one thing in common, they
need water. Without access to an adequate water supply, these systems will
not function properly. When determining a water supply you need to make
sure it is automatic (when required), reliable, and has sufﬁcient volume and
pressure to meet the system demand.”
(https://www.nfpa.org/News-and-Research/Publications-and-media/Blogs-La
nding-Page/NFPA-Today/Blog-Posts/2021/06/07/Types-of-Water-Supplies)
- NFPA 1142, Standard on Water Supplies for Suburban and Rural Fireﬁghting
(National Fire Protection Association 2022)
- NFPA 22, Standard for Water Tanks for Private Fire Protection (National Fire
Protection Association 2023)

